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A rogue magus preys upon the hearts of travelers while he 

picks their pockets.  

The Cry of a Daughter is a short adventure for four to 

five player characters.  Although designed for the Feudal 
Lords Campaign ™, this adventure is suitable for any me-

dieval fantasy setting.   

This wilderness encounter is best set in a mountain-

ous region with low canyons of steep, rugged rocks swal-

lowed by a dense growth of shrubs and trees. 

 

ADVENTURE BACKGROUND 
Morcar, as with many seeking otherworldly power, is an 

outcast; banished to the wilderness to live by his wits. In 

his youth, his natural talent for wizardry brought great won-

der and freedom from the drudgery of peasant life. Though 

as years passed and his power grew, the fledgling mage 

grew impatient and bitter with serfdom. 

 Morcar led a rebellion against his lord believing his 

command of magecraft would bring swift victory.  It did, 

though not for the rebels.  Unbeknownst to the renegades, 

the loyal steward of the keep likewise wielded great thau-

maturgy.  The steward countervailed Morcar as the lord 

and knights crushed the remaining rabble. 

 Morcar fled to the fringes of the known world.  In his 

travels, the banished mage became caustic and cruel.  Two 

young girls, Morcar refers to the eldest as his daughter, 

accompany the wizard as he investigates old ruins of a once 

great dwarven empire. 

 The outcast mage exploits the young girls to draw way-

ward travelers close to thieve the curious of their valuables.  

 

ADVENTURE SECRETS 
Neither of the girls, Fawn or Mora, are daughters of Mor-

car.  Mora, the eldest and nearly nine years old, regards the 

mage as her father for she remembers nothing of her life 

before the mage.  The name of the child is not Mora, it is 

Elsbeth.  The enchanter chose the name Mora after him-

self. 

 Years ago, Morcar waylaid an aging knight with a sleep 

enchantment.   The old warrior was charged to escort Els-

beth to a neighboring lord to learn the art of etiquette and 

one day, become a lady-in-waiting.  The knight suffered a 

heart attack and rather than leave the child to the wilder-

ness, Morcar raised her as his own.   

 Though the enchanter takes great pleasure in knowing 

that a peasant has a guiding hand in the upbringing of a 

noble child, Morcar has grown close to Mora.  Despite his 

affection, the mage often emotionally and, on the rare oc-

casion, physically abuses Mora because of her birthright.  

Frustrated that he cannot control his anger, Morcar relies 

on magecraft to charm the poor lass to forgive him or cause 

her to forget. 

 Knowing that Mora longs for a playmate, 

the enchanter kidnapped Fawn a few 

months ago from a peasant home in the 

middle of the night.  Morcar relies on his 

hypnotic powers of persuasion to convince 



the six year old girl that Mora is her sister and 

he is her father. 

 To further complicate matters, Mora has 

noticed that Morcar favors Fawn over her and 

is now jealous of the younger child.  Mora is 

unsure of the reason for the kindness Morcar 

bestows upon the young girl and she often 

torments Fawn in secret.  Morcar indulges 

Fawn by virtue of her parents being serfs. 

  

QUESTS 
This adventure assumes characters travel the 

fringes of the known world, exploring the 

mountainous regions in search of fame and 

glory.  However, the following quests can fur-

ther draw in adventurers for a more personal 

connection. 

 
THE CHANGLING The village of Westforst 

mourns the recent death of a young child.  

Several months ago, the parents of Fawn 

awoke to find their daughter pale and ill with 

fever.  Despite their best efforts, the girl died 

two days ago and now the parish priest pre-

pares her body for burial.   

 Adventurers traveling through the village 

glimpse the true nature of the girl: an ensor-
celled piece of wood known as a fetch.  The 

enchanted wood appears as the young girl to 

those of weak will and over the course of a few 

months, the illusion becomes sick and dies. 

 Once adventurers reveal the deception, 

grief turns to outrage and the villagers de-

mand justice.  The manor lord charges the 

adventurers to search the region and find the 

one responsible. 

 
THE LOST JEWEL OF HOUSE TYULL 

Merchants travelling the old north road found 

a brooch bearing the heraldry of House Tyull.  

Upon returning the ornament to Sir Tyull, the 

knight recognizes it as belonging to his daugh-

ter, Elsbeth, who disappeared almost seven 

years ago.  In recanting the fateful day when 

he heard that his old, loyal retainer, Sir Oxley, 

and his daughter vanished while on route to a 

neighboring lord, Sir Tyull refers to Elsbeth as 

his lost jewel.   

 The discovery of the brooch gives hope 

that his jewel is alive and well.  The knight 

offers a handsome reward for her return. 

 The clasp of the brooch broke loose and 

slipped from the cloak Mora wore.  Morcar 

allowed the child to keep the ornament assert-

ing it was a gift from her mother before she 

died.  The young lass is distraught and spends 

most days searching the chaparral for its re-

turn.    

 

THE CAMPSITE  
After a long day of traveling within the 

shadow of a great mountain range, adventurers 

prepare for a long rest among the crag path-

ways and low brush that blanket the terrain.  

Several outcroppings provide shelter from rain 

or snow while a small, nearby stream has fresh 

water and fish.   

 Once adventurers settle in for the evening, 

those on watch hear the cries of a lost child.  

The sobbing girl is Fawn.  She is under the 

influence of a charm person spell.  After the 

mage casts the spell, he instructs the young 

child, “Your mother is over there.  Call out to 

her, but be very careful for strangers are about.  

 
MORCAR 

Morcar is a mage with the following wizard spells prepared: 

 

Cantrips (at will): blade ward, fire bolt, light, mage hand,  

1st level (4 slots; 2 remaining): charm person ¹, mage armor ¹, shield, sleep 
2nd level (3 slots): blur (C), misty step 
3rd level (3 slots): counterspell, gaseous form (C), hypnotic pattern (C) 

4th Level (3 slots; 1 remaining): greater invisibility (C)¹, faithful hound  
5th level (1 slots): dominate person (C) 

 
¹ Spells active before combat. 

NOTES ON MORCAR 
 
Fire bolt deals 2d10 
damage. 
 
Morcar might cast 
misty step to avoid the 
trap in area 2 rather 
than escape through 
the secret door. 
 
Sleep cast with a 4th 
level spell slot (11d8); 
5th level (13d8). 
 
Blade Ward, pg. 218 
Fire Bolt, pg. 242 
Light, pg. 255 
Mage Hand, pg. 256 
Charm Person, pg. 221 
Mage Armor, pg. 256 
Shield, pg. 275 
Sleep, pg. 276 
Blur, pg. 219 
Misty Step, pg. 260 
Counterspell, pg. 228 
Gaseous Form, pg. 244 
Hypnotic Pattern, pg. 
252 
Greater Invisibility, pg. 
246 
Faithful Hound, pg. 261 
Dominate Person, pg. 
235  
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1 SQUARE = 10 FEET 

AMBUSH 



If they come after you, run to where Mora 

hides.  She will keep you safe.”    

 As Fawn draws adventurers into the twist-

ing trails of the crags, Morcar awaits to ensnare 

the group.   

 
TACTICS Morcar ambushes the adventurers 

with sleep using a 5th level spell slot followed 

with a second casting with a 4th level spell 

slot.  Once asleep, the wizard scrounges 

through backpacks and pouches for valuables. 

Morcar maintains concentration on greater 
invisibility, though reserves hypnotic pattern 

or gaseous form should the situation become 

desperate to make an escape. 

 Morcar is not interested in harming the 

adventurers; only to pilfer through their be-

longings.  The mage takes care not to swipe 

anything too precious.  Morcar does not wish 

to encourage adventurers to pursue after him.   

 Should the attempt to thieve the adventur-

ers fail, Morcar retreats to the abandoned 

dwarven outpost that now serves as his home.  

 

ABANDONED DWARVEN OUTPOST 

Constructed during a bygone age, the dwar-

ven outpost sits nestled among large, steep 

crags.  Dwarves recognize the structure with 
an easy Intelligence (History) check, though 

other races find it a hard task. 

 
GENERAL FEATURES Despite its age, the 

dwarven construction hints at its formal glory.  

Although, the lack of proper upkeep from the 

elements created worn passages. 
 

 Light: The interior is not lit save for the 

fireplaces in Area 3 and Area 4.  These 

fires and moon light provide dim light to 

Area 2.  The lower level is dark. 

 

 Walls: Rooms and corridors in the ground 

level are natural rock.  Once plastered dur-

ing its height, the walls are now damp and 

caked with limestone.  The walls in the 

lower level are stone and mortar.  Cracked 

plaster reveals nothing of the ornate images 

that once adorned the walls.  Instead, 

muddy brown and red mineral deposits 

remain.   

 

 Ceilings: Ceilings in the ground and lower 

level are 8 feet high.  Although, twenty feet 

of rock and earth separates the two floors.  

 

 Doors: Carved from a single, solid block of 

stone, each door rests in nested hinges.  

Under normal circumstances, an easy 

Strength check opens the wide and low 

stone doors.  The mystical dwarven runes 

etched into the two doors in Area 3 al-

lows dwarves to instead make an Intelli-

gence (History) check to force open the 

doors rather than relying on brute strength.  

Nonetheless, Morcar imbued each of the 

doors with arcane lock increasing the diffi-

culty to hard.   

 

 Sanctuary: Unbeknownst to Morcar, an-

cient dwarven rituals permeate throughout 

the structure.  While within the outpost, 

good-aligned dwarf adventurers benefit 

from sanctuary. 

 

AREA 1 A stone door of splendid craftsman-

ship once guarded the entrance from intru-

sion, though now a pile of rubble is all that 

remains.  Dwarven script, engraved into a flag-

stone at the foot of the entry, reads: 

 
Fill the furrows of our gods and enter. 
 

It is a command in the form of a riddle for 

those seeking passage into the outpost.  Runes 

are the furrows of dwarven gods and the man-

date requires one to place a finger in the runes 

inscribed on door (pouring something into the 

ruins, such as a good dwarven mead, also 

qualifies).   

 Since the door crumbled years ago, charac-
ters can attempt a medium Intelligence 

(Investigation) check to discover a piece of 

rubble with an intact rune to fulfill the re-

quirements.  Aside from searching through the 

rubble, an adventurer can also place a finger 

into the runes chiseled into the flagstone. 

 Failure to obey the demand awakens the 
stone golem in Area 2.  The statue steps 

from its alcove and moves toward the entrance 

to attack transgressors.  

 Furthermore, Morcar imbued the area with 

a glyph of warding and requires a DC 14 Intel-

ligence (Investigation) check to discover the 

nearly invisible spell glyph.  The first to pass 

into the protected area must succeed a DC 14 

Wisdom saving throw or become entrance 

with geas with the command:  

 
Do not enter the ruins. 
 

AREA 1a The two small tunnels that lead 

into Area 3 allow the children to enter or 

leave unseen.  Scrub bushes and rubble keep 
them hidden from prying eyes, though a hard 

Intelligence (Investigation) check reveals 

their location.  A failed check discovers a 
swarm of poisonous snakes. 

 The tunnels frighten both girls and each 

tries to avoid the passages unless desperate to 

Easy, DC 10 
Medium, DC 15 
Hard, DC 20 

Arcane Lock, pg. 215 

Sanctuary, pg. 272 

A furrow is a narrow 
groove in the ground 
made by a plow as 
well as the ability to 
make wrinkles in the 
face: to furrow one’s 
brow. 

Is a stone golem too 
powerful for your 
group? Replace it with  
animated armor or use 
the statistics of an 
ogre zombie and make 
some minor aesthetic 
adjustments. 

Glyph of Warding, pg. 
245 
Geas, pg. 244 



escape.  They are careful to keep watch for the 

snakes that linger in the brush.   

 Medium creatures crawling through the 

tunnel must make a DC 15 Dexterity saving 

throw every ten feet or become restrained.  At 

the end of each turn, an adventurer can make 

another Dexterity saving throw.  
 

AREA 2 The corridor served as the first line 

of defense should the outpost become over-

run.  Arrow slits along the northern wall al-

lowed defenders to hamper attackers with ar-

rows or spears as they advanced to the door 
leading to Area 3.   

 
 Statue: Within an alcove of the eastern 

wall, a large dwarven soldier of stone rests.  

In each of its hands, it wields a rune-carved 

stone maul.  The statue is a stone golem 

and attacks those that fail to obey the in-

structions in Area 1.  Otherwise, it re-

mains still unless attacked. 

 
 Secret Door: A hard Wisdom 

(Perception) check reveals the faint outlines 

of a hidden door just beyond the statue.  

This door leads into Area 4.  

 

 Trap: Powerful dwarven runes empowers 

an illusion spell that masks the nearly 25-ft. 

deep pit.  Adventurers that enter the area 

must successful make a DC 15 Dexterity 

saving throw or fall into the hold in Area 6. 

 
 Mora: While Fawn and Morcar wander the 

night for travelers, the eldest child guards 

the entrance from Area 3.  She possesses a 

shortbow and hampers intruders with a 

flurry of arrows from the protection of the 

arrow slits.  Use the statistics of a goblin 

to represent Mora. 

 

AREA 3 This room now serves as a storage for 

Morcar after the intrusion of the gelatinous 

cube in Area 6.  If Mora is still here once ad-

venturers breach the room, she makes her es-

cape through one of the two tunnels.  While 

she encourages Fawn to follow her, the 

younger girl, confused and frightened, instead 

runs down the spiral staircase that leads into 
Area 5.   

 Those that give chase after Mora find her 
quick departure stirred a swarm of poison-

ous snakes.  Though the girl emerges un-

scathed, adventurers in pursuit soon find 

themselves in close quarters. 

 Small crates and barrels fill the room pil-

fered from unwary merchants.  Within the lit 

fireplace, a tiny cauldron bubbles with two 

doses of fresh brewed antitoxins.  Near the 

hearth, adventurers also find a herbalism kit.  
 Those taking a short rest can thoroughly 

search the contents to find the following: 

 
 A seemingly empty bag of holding filled with 

2,200 cp, 100 gp, 2 healing potions. 

 5 lbs. of cloves (15 gp). 

 10 lbs. of flour (20 cp). 

 3 lbs. of cinnamon (6 gp). 

 Mason’s tools (10 gp). 

 Dice set (1 cp). 

 2 shovels (2 gp each). 

 Crowbar (2 gp). 

 3 hunting traps (5 gp each). 

 Breastplate (400 gp). 

 2 water buckets used by the girls to fetch 

water from the nearby riverbed. 

 
AREA 4 Several simple and fading frescoes 

still decorate the hall offering a glimpse of 

dwarven artisanship.  Three plain pallets lie 

close to the fireplace which provides heat and 

light to the room.  A small stone statue of a 

long forgotten dwarven god rests in the west-

ern alcove.  

 As adventurers attempt to breach the door 
from Area 3, the magician makes an effort to 

bargain a truce.  If negotiations fail, Morcar 

defends this area, though not to the death.  

The mage will make his escape with gaseous 
form and travel up the chimney flue.  

 
 Secret Door: A hard Wisdom 

(Perception) check reveals the faint outlines 

of a hidden door.  This door leads into 

Area 2.  

  
AREA 5 This room once served as storage for 

Morcar before the incursion of the gelatinous 

cube.  At its height, the lower level quartered 

dwarven soldiers and held an armory. 

 A cistern of fresh water supplied from an 

underground river is near the rear of the bar-

racks.  Furthermore, tools and a small forge 

allowed dwarven smiths to repair and maintain 

armor.  

 
AREA 6 This was a dwarven hold for cap-

tured prisoners or those falling victim to the 
pit in Area 2.  The wooden door long rotted 

away and a gelatinous cube now inhabits the 

cell.  While it does roam the lower level on 

occasion, the creature remains close to the 

opening of the pit awaiting sustenance.   

 

DEVELOPMENT 

Should Morcar escape and adventurers reclaim 

the children, the mage may follow the group 

Falling, 2d6 bludgeon-
ing damage then the 
fun begins. 

Morcar almost fell 
victim to the pit when 
first investigating the 
outpost.  On occasion, 
the mage enjoyed cap-
turing stray animals 
that wandered into the 
trap and fell into the 
hold (Area 6).  As of 
recent, the situation 
changed when a mean-
dering gelatinous cube 
fell victim to the pit.       

Morcar at first dis-
missed the empty bag 
until he moved it aside 
to pilfer the goods 
beneath.  He soon 
noticed it seemed heavy 
for an empty sack.  He 
returned with it to his 
lair, though the mage 
has yet to investigate 
it further. 

Mora named the stone 
golem Gregor and 
screams commands to 
defend the outpost 
while remaining behind 
the arrow slits. 



for a time to ensure the girls are free from harm.  While 

abusive, within his own twisted mind, Morcar believes 

their only chance to survive is to remain in his care.  

 If adventurers return Elsbeth to Lord Tyull, the noble 

rewards the company with 10 blue sapphires (100 gp each). 

 

SCALING THE ENCOUNTER 

Any Edition™ products are rules light that focus on story 

and adventure elements rather than hard statistics.  This 

allows Game Masters to change the adventure with mini-

mal need for conversion.  The following suggestions will 

aid in finding the right fit for your adventuring group. 
 

3RD EDITION This is an average exploit for four to five 

11th level adventurers and a challenge for 10th level char-
acters.  Morcar is a 9th level caster and may prove more 

of a threat to an adventuring company of this edition. 
 

4TH EDITION The stone golem will challenge a com-

pany of 10th level adventurers.  Although, investigative 

characters can either discover another way into the ruins or 

solve the dwarven riddle before being smashed to a pulp.  

The golem will not pursue those fleeing from the area and 

instead returns to the alcove.  To reduce the threat, replace 
the golem with a helmed horror.   

 Otherwise, a band of 14th level adventurers or higher 

might enjoy this exploit.  After all, the real challenge is 

winning the trust of the two ensorcelled girls and to con-

vince them to return with the group.  Without much effort, 

this could become a skill challenge.  Depending on how 

characters act, their deeds might determine the final out-

come.   
 

5TH EDITION The true threat in this adventure exploit 

is the stone golem.   Therefore, this adventure is best 

suited for a group adventurers between 8th and 10th level.  
While Morcar is a mage, he is more of a nuisance than a 

actual threat for higher level adventurers.  The real chal-

lenge is winning the trust of the two ensorcelled girls and 

to convince them to return with the group.    

 As an adventure for characters between 5th and 6th 
level, replace the stone golem with a helmed horror and 

make a few aesthetic changes.  To challenge a group of 5th 

or 6th level characters, do not make any changes and pre-

sent the adventure as prepared.  A savvy company can 
avoid the stone golem through either discovering another 

way into the ruins or solve the dwarven riddle before being 

smashed to a pulp.      
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